Unit commitment (UC) is crucial for reducing the generation cost of short-term power system scheduling. This study proposes a new approximate dynamic programming (ADP) method to solve large-scale UC considering ramp rate limits of thermal units. To solve the "curse of dimensionality," a policy iteration algorithm using post-decision state variables is utilized for value function approximation. The post-decision state variables dramatically simplify the algorithm by avoiding the need to compute the value of all feasible states within Bellman's equation. The proposed method is applied to systems ranging in size from 10 to 1000 units to optimize the generation scheduling of the units in a day. And the time horizon of the UC problem is split into 96 time periods. It is shown that ADP can converge to promising results in polynomial time complexity for large-scale UC.
INTRODUCTION
Unit commitment (UC) is an important optimizing task in the daily operational planning of a modern power system [1] . Traditionally, it is used to schedule generating units so that total production cost of the power system over the entire scheduled time horizon is minimized based on the operational constraints [2] . As it involves a large number of 0-1 variables that represent up/down status of all units, UC is a typical large-scale nonlinear mixed-integer programming problem for which there is no generally accepted effective solving method thus far [3] .
In existing methods, dynamic programming (DP) is essential for solving multi-stage decision optimization problems. The advantage of DP is that it can address the 0-1 variables directly and obtain a global optimum solution [4] . However, in the DP procedure, all possible configurations of units at each UC problem step must be evaluated. This enumeration causes DP to suffer from the "curse of dimensionality," which has limited its application to very small systems [1] . Hence, if we can solve the "curse of dimensionality," DP will help us completely solve UC, as well as all other multi-stage decision problems concerning power systems. ________________________ Guilin Power Supply Bureau (Guangxi Power Grid Corporation), Guilin, Guangxi, China 541002
The challenge of the "curse of dimensionality" has been studied for the past four decades. Early methods based on priority list directed DP continue to be widely available [5] [6] . The authors narrowed the search range by selecting a number of schedulable units. Furthermore, aggregation is often used to reduce problem sizes [7] [8] [9] . Units and hours are aggregated into groups, each with similar characteristics. A few other works have either transformed the mixed-integer problem into a nonlinear convex problem by relaxing 0-1 variables [10] or cut combinations of 0-1 variables by adding dynamic cut plane constraints to a slacked UC problem [11] . The aforementioned methods of reduction in computational scale and complexity greatly improve search efficiency. However, they do not guarantee the quality of the obtained solution. The probability of missing the optimal solution increases with the growth of units and time.
In recent years, Powell, a Princeton University mathematician, has made significant progress with approximate dynamic programming (ADP) [12] [13] . He proposed a variety of ADP models and algorithms to solve the "curse of dimensionality" and noted that approximating, instead of calculating exactly, all feasible states in DP can completely alleviate the issue. Thus far, ADP has been successfully applied to large-scale problems such as power system resource allocation [14] , facility location [15] and adaptive stochastic control for smart grids [16] . However, a study of ADP for UC has not yet been reported. This paper proposes an ADP method for solving large-scale UC problems. The proposed method sets up the corresponding ADP models for UC and approximates the value functions in DP by policy iteration [17] . By using the iterative method, the value functions and decisions are updated. Thus, the optimal solution can be achieved. As the value functions are adjusted based on the impact of up/down status on the cost of power generation, the proposed method can effectively decrease the probability of missing the optimal solution when cutting the search range.
ADP
ADP is a new theory developed to assist in the solving of the "curse of dimensionality" [18] . Figure 1 
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S is minimal, the total cost for { , , } t T S S must be minimal. Consequently, the UC problem can be boiled down to T single stage decision problems that take Bellman's equation [13] , i.e., (1) , as the objective function. This allows us to obtain the optimal solution of the original UC problem by means of solving the recursive value function.
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Although Bellman's principle simplifies the calculation to some extent, it is still necessary to exactly calculate value functions of all feasible states. When the system has a large number of units, the numbers of composite states and feasible up/down actions increase sharply, and the "curse of dimensionality" arises. Updating the approximate value function by iteration avoids the accurate calculation of value functions. The iteration method is as follows: Starting from an initial approximate value of each state, the current iteration finds an optimal solution by first updating the value of the approximate value function from time 0 toT . This solution is determined according to the minimum value in the last period. Second, we adjust the approximate value function based on the information in the solution. We then enter the next iteration and recalculate the approximate value function from time 0 to T . The above process is repeated to make the function approximate the optimal value function. As only a few states, instead of all feasible states, take part in the calculation of the approximate value function, the "curse of dimensionality" with the expansion of the system size is avoided. Thus, it can be observed that the application of ADP rests on the ability to approximate the value function. The application of approximating with policy iteration is the focus of this paper.
APPLICATION TO UC The Concept of UC in ADP
The ADP model consists of a state space, pre-decision state, post-decision state, contribution, transition function, decision function and approximate value function, among others [13] . To make the model easier to understand, we specify the components as follows, combining them with the UC problem. 
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is a vector of up/down commitment statuses at time t in the k th iteration after we have made a decision but before the next time step has arrived. 
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where n is the number of units, T is the total scheduling period, ( ) 6. Decision function: The decision function is the rule for choosing the best action when we are in a given state. To be more specific, we define the sum of the contribution and the approximate value function of the previous iteration as the observation cost. An action is the best action when its observation cost is minimal. Therefore, the decision function is:
Where t k a is the best action at time t of iteration k , S . 7. Approximate value function: There are three fundamental ways of approximating value functions: lookup tables, parametric models, and nonparametric models [18] . In this study, we use lookup tables. That is, using a flat representation, we have one approximate value function for each discrete state [13] .
Policy Iteration for Value Evaluation of UC
Policy iteration is a successive approximation algorithm for finding the optimal value functions. Each iteration typically consists of two steps: policy evaluationand policy improvement. In the exact policy iteration algorithm, policy evaluation updates the value functions in all states from all feasible states according to given policy. It can rarely be achieved exactly in practical application [19] . Hence, we improve the algorithm for a large-scale UC problem. In contrast to the exact policy iteration algorithm, it allows policy evaluation based on the ADP theory of updating the approximate value functions in post-decision states. The algorithm uses (5) [13] as the Bellman equation. After smoothing by a step length α introduced by (6) [13] , we take the result as our estimate of the value of being in , t a k S : α ∈ is a parameter of the controlling algorithm of convergence speed. Figure 2 depicts the flowchart for the policy iteration algorithm, which has three nested loops. From outside to inside, the loops are used to determine the updating policy, choose a different pre-decision state and move to a state in the next period. The initial solution 0 S consists of the initial states of the first iteration from time 0 to T , while the vector 0 V consists of the approximate value functions in the states of 0 S . The outer loop adjusts the policy in the form of updating the approximate value function and state space. In the state space of the given policy, the second loop observes transitions from different pre-decision statesfor the evaluation of value. The inner loop starts at the first period and steps forward to calculate the approximate value functions of pre-decision states and post-decision states using lookup tables. In this study, 0 S is generated with the extended priority list (EPL) method [20] . To control the search direction approach to the optimal solution, we carry out the policy updates in Figure 2 based on the priority list of units [20] and the practical system operation constraints shown in Figure 3 . By updating the value of states and decisions, we determine the local optimal solution
in the reduced state space of iteration k expanded by 1 1 [ , ] [21] . Not until the solution is unchanged or a given circle degree is reached does the process finish, at which point the solution is treated as the optimization solution of the method. 
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, experiments to solve large-scale UC validate the method and demonstrate its advantages. We expand a 10~100-unit system from [20] to a 1000-unit system with a difference of 20 units and increase the number of periods to 96 with a difference of 15 minutes. Let the reserve requirements be 10% of the load demand [20] [21] [22] and the ramp up (down) limit of each unit be 20% of its maximum power output [22] . The proposed method has been implemented with MATLAB-2013a on an IBM-compatible PC with a 3.2 GHz Intel Core i3 dual core processor and 4 GB of RAM. Table II depicts the calculation properties of the ADP algorithm, where the rate of increase represents the ratio of the value of the current system to the value of the 100-unit system out, the multiple proportion of time represents the ratio of the rate of time increase in to the third power of the rate of unit increase out, and the multiple proportion of memory represents the ratio of the rate of memory increase in to the rate of units increase out. According to the theory of complexity, the regressive multiple proportion indicates that the time and space complexity of the ADP algorithm are ADP  10  565540  565564  565186  562138  20  1126385  1126354  1125591  1118664  40  2247999  2247803  2247200  2232518  60  3367656  3367816  3368108  3350453  80  4502186  4492779  4490845  4466043  100  5626162  5612105  5611509  5581205  200  -11218286  11221056  11161247  300  -16836389  16829252  16739541  400  --22438522  22320943  500  --28047142  27901840  600  --33653734  33478442  700  --39261929  39059341  800  --44870597  44639831  900  --50482222  50219737  1000 --56091207 55802530 The dramatic increase in the efficiency of mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) solvers has encouraged the thorough exploitation of methods based on MILP formulation of UC [23] . Table 4 makes the comparison between MILP and ADP without ramp rate limits. The MILP model in [24] adopts one set of 0-1 variables and is solved by the CPLEX-9.0 solver; the MILP model in [25] adopts three sets of 0-1 variables and is solved by the CPLEX-12.1 solver; MIQP refers to using a quadratic cost function. It can be observed that MIQP [25] only works with small-scale systems. The total cost and solution efficiency of MILP [24] are inferior to ADP. MILP [25] obtains the same total cost for the 10-and 20-unit systems as ADPbut does not give results for the 80-unit system. ADP has 0.014, 0.013 and 0.048 percent higher total cost than MILP [25] in 40-, 60-and 100-unit systems, respectively. However, the elapsed time of MILP [25] increases sharply with system size, rising to 6341 s for the 100-unit system. This indicates the solution efficiency of MILP [25] is significantly lower than ADP.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented an ADP method for large-scale UC problems. It is based on an iterative process of updating the approximate value functions and decisions to obtain the optimal solution, which can solve the problem of the "curse of dimensionality." The proposed method is different from traditional DP methods in that it only uses one pre-decision state at a time to update the value of post-decision statesand can avoid the enumeration of all feasible states. Comparisons are carried out with three approaches from the literature: DEA, OIA and MILP. Numerical results of systems ranging in size from 10 to 1000 units suggest that ADP can obtain solutions of excellent quality with polynomial complexity.
